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Introduction

English contains many idiomatic expressions. 

1 An idiomatic expression is a combination of  words 
with a particular meaning.

2 The meaning cannot usually be guessed from the 
individual words.

3 Words cannot usually be left out or put in a different 
order, so words, word order and meaning need to be 
learnt as a whole. The dictionary helps you by giving 
the word order, meaning and usage of  idiomatic 
expression.

Notice how in the two entries below for let your hair down 
and shake like a leaf the idiom is printed in bold, and then 
defined.

▲
 Activity 1

Complete the idioms with a word from the box. If  
you need help, look in the dictionary. Then check the 
meaning of  each idiom.

a not give an ________________

b go out of  your  ________________

c to fall ________________ to something

d the  heart of  the ________________

e to find your ________________

f ________________ someone into doing something

g a sore ________________

h words of  ________________

i turn a ________________

j on the off  ________________

k stand out a ________________

l pick someone’s ________________

▲

 Activity 2
To find an idiom or phrase in the dictionary, try following 
these steps:

1 Decide which is the keyword in the idiomatic 
expression. Usually this word is a noun or a verb, 
sometimes an adjective or adverb.

2 Look up the keyword in the dictionary to see if  the 
idiom is there. If  not, try one of  the other words. 

3 Idioms are given after the definitions of  the different 
senses of  the word.

Guess the keyword in these idioms. Then check your 
answers in the dictionary.

keyword: ________________

keyword: ________________

 prey   wisdom   chance   mind   bearings 
pocket  spot  press  inch  matter  corner  mile

inch
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Hades hairline676...........................................................................................................................................
Hades / "heIdi;z / the place where the spirits of dead

people go, according to ancient Greek stories
hadn’t / "h&d(@)nt / short form the usual way of saying

or writing ‘had not’. This is not often used in formal
writing.

haematite / "hi;m@taIt / noun [U] a red MINERAL (=rock)
from which iron is obtained

haematology / %hi;m@"tQl@dZi / noun [U] MEDICAL the sci-
entific study of blood

haematoma / %hi;m@"t@Um@ / noun [C /U] MEDICAL a soft
lump in the TISSUES of the body consisting of blood that
has become thick and stopped flowing

haemo- /hi;m@U / prefix relating to blood: used with
some nouns and adjectives: haemophilia (=blood illness)

haemoglobin / %hi;m@"gl@UbIn / noun [U] BIOLOGY a
protein in RED BLOOD CELLS that carries oxygen from
the lungs to all parts of the body

haemophilia / %hi;m@"fIli@ / noun [U] MEDICAL a serious
illness that prevents your blood from CLOTTING
(=becoming thick) when it should, for example when
you cut yourself

haemophiliac / %hi;m@"fIli&k / noun [C] MEDICAL
someone who has haemophilia

haemorrhage1 / "hem(@)rIdZ / noun [C /U] MEDICAL an
occasion when blood flows out of an injured organ
inside someone’s body, rather than out of their body
through a cut in the skin

haemorrhage2 / "hem(@)rIdZ / verb 1 [I] MEDICAL to lose
a lot of blood from an organ inside your body because
of an injury or another medical condition 2 [T] if an
organization is haemorrhaging people or jobs, a lot
of people are leaving: Despite haemorrhaging jobs, the
company has seen no increase in profits.

haemorrhoids / "hem@%rOIdz / noun [plural] MEDICAL
painful swollen areas around your ANUS (=the hole
where solid waste comes out of your body). An informal
name for haemorrhoids is piles.

hag /h&g / noun [C] offensive an old woman who is ugly
or unpleasant

haggard / "h&g@(r)d / adj looking very tired, worried, or
ill

haggis / "h&gIs / noun [C /U] a Scottish food made from
the inner organs of a sheep that are cut up, mixed with
grain, and pushed into a bag to be cooked. The bag is
traditionally made from a sheep’s stomach.

haggle / "h&g(@)l / verb [I] 1 to argue in order to agree
on the price of something: +with You get good prices on
materials by haggling with local manufacturers. � +over/
about I didn’t bother to haggle about the price. � haggle
sb/sth down We haggled down the rent by about a third.
2 to argue about the details of something: +over/about
Some countries are still haggling over the terms of the
treaty. — haggling noun [U]

hagiography / %h&gi"Qgr@fi / noun [C] 1 a book about
the lives of SAINTS 2 formal a book about a person’s life
that deliberately includes only good things about them

hah /hA; / another spelling of ha1

%ha "ha interjection used for representing the sound of
laughter. People sometimes say this to show that they
think something is not funny.

haiku / "haIku; / noun [C /U] LITERATURE a short poem
written in a traditional Japanese style

hail1 /heIl / verb �
1 [T] to say publicly how good or important someone
or something is = ACCLAIM: hail sb/sth as sth The court’s
ruling was immediately hailed as a victory for freedom.
2 [T] formal to shout to someone as a way of attracting
their attention: A familiar voice hailed him. 2a. to make
a signal to a taxi or bus so that it stops for you
3 [I] if it hails, small balls of ice fall from the sky like
rain

PHRASAL VERB "hail from [T] formal [hail from sth]
to be from a particular place: My father hails from
Yorkshire.

hail2 /heIl / noun 1 [U] rain that freezes in the sky and
falls to the ground as small balls of ice 2 [C] a large
number of things such as bullets or questions that come
towards you quickly or with force: +of a hail of missiles/
questions

%hail-fellow-well-"met adj old-fashioned behaving in
a very friendly way that is annoying or does not seem
sincere

Hail Mary / %heIl "me@ri / noun [C] a Roman Catholic
prayer to Mary, the mother of Jesus Christ

hailstone / "heIl%st@Un / noun [C] a small ball of ice that
falls like rain

hailstorm / "heIl%stO;(r)m / noun [C] a storm in which a
lot of small balls of ice fall like rain

hair /he@(r) / noun ��� [U] the mass of thin fibres that
grows on your head: long black hair � a girl with dark
shoulder-length hair � He wore his hair in a ponytail. �

You need to brush your hair before you go out. a. [U] hair
that grows on other parts of the body: facial/body hair
b. [U] the hair that grows from an animal’s skin c. [C]
a single piece of hair: a few grey hairs — picture ➔ C3

Collocation
Adjectives frequently used with hair
� curly, fine, kinky, long, short, straight, thick, wavy

PHRASES get/keep out of sb’s hair to keep away from
someone in order to avoid trouble or to avoid annoying
them
the hair of the dog (that bit you) humorous an alcoholic
drink that makes you feel better when you drank too
much alcohol the night before
keep your hair on British spoken used for telling someone
not to get angry or upset
let your hair down informal to relax and enjoy yourself
because you are in a comfortable environment: We need
a place where young folk can let their hair down and enjoy
themselves.
make sb’s hair curl humorous to make someone suddenly
feel shocked
make sb’s hair stand on end often humorous to make
someone feel very frightened: Some of the stories people
told me would make your hair stand on end.
not harm/touch a hair on sb’s head to not harm
someone in any way
not have a hair out of place to look very tidy and clean
not turn a hair to not seem at all surprised or shocked
tear/pull your hair out informal to feel very worried or
very annoyed about something because you do not
know what to do about it
➔ SPLIT1

hairband / "he@(r)%b&nd / noun [C] a band that holds your
hair back away from your face

hairbrush / "he@(r)%brVS / noun [C] a brush for arranging
hair and making it tidy

haircare / "he@(r)%ke@(r) / noun the activity of keeping
your hair in good condition by washing it and putting
substances on it: advice on haircare � an exciting new
range of haircare products

haircut / "he@(r)%kVt / noun [C] �
1 an act of cutting someone’s hair: He was badly dressed
and needed a haircut.
2 the style that your hair has been cut in: a short stylish
haircut

hairdo / "he@(r)%du; / noun [C] informal a hairstyle,
especially for a woman

hairdresser / "he@(r)%dres@(r) / noun [C] � someone
whose job is to cut people’s hair. The place they work
in is called a hairdresser’s. — hairdressing noun [U]

hairdryer or hairdrier / "he@(r)%draI@(r) / noun [C] a
piece of electrical equipment used for making your hair
dry after you have washed it

-haired /he@(r)d / suffix used with some adjectives to
make adjectives describing the hair of a person or
animal: a dark-haired youth � a short-haired terrier

"hair %grip noun [C] British a small metal or plastic object
that women fasten around a part of their hair to hold
it in a particular position

hairless / "he@(r)l@s / adj with no hair
hairline1 / "he@(r)%laIn / noun [C] the line at the top of your

forehead where your hair begins: a receding hairline
(=higher than it used to be, because some hair has fallen
out) treatment for men with receding hairlines

hairline2 / "he@(r)%laIn / adj a hairline crack is very
narrow: a hairline fracture of the skull

Finding idioms and phrases in MD

Worksheet www.macmillandictionary.com
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shaggy Shakespearean1364...........................................................................................................................................
shag1 / S&g / noun 1 [singular] British impolite an act of

having sex with someone 2 [C] a large black bird that
lives near the sea 3 [U] a type of strong tobacco 4 [C /U]
a rough carpet surface made of many long pieces of
wool or other material: a shag rug

shag2 / S&g / verb [I / T] British impolite to have sex with
someone

shagged / S&gd / or %shagged "out adj British impolite
extremely tired

shaggy / "S&gi / adj long, thick, and untidy: shaggy hair/
fur � a shaggy beard — shagginess noun [U]

%shaggy "dog %story noun [C] a very long joke that
ends in a silly way

shah / SA; / noun [C] in the past, a king in Iran and some
other countries in the Middle East

shake1 / SeIk / (past tense shook / SUk /; past participle
shaken / "SeIk@n /) verb ���

1 make quick movements 5 cause fear/emotion
2 get rid of problem etc 6 escape from sb
3 when voice sounds weak + PHRASES

4 make less strong etc + PHRASAL VERBS

1 [I] to make lots of quick small movements up and
down, or side to side: Houses shook as a bomb exploded
in the neighbourhood. 1a. [I] if you shake, your body
makes lots of small quick movements that you cannot
control, usually because you are cold, or because you
are feeling a very strong emotion: shake with fear/
laughter etc She was literally shaking with fear. 1b. [T]
to move something quickly up and down or side to side:
An earthquake shook a wide area of southern Italy last
year. � Shake the dressing well before you put it on the
salad. 1c. [T] to hold someone and move them quickly
in order to get their attention, or to wake them: ‘You’re
not listening!’ she cried, shaking him.
2 shake or shake off [T] to get rid of something bad
such as a problem, illness, or fear: She couldn’t shake
her fear of snakes.
3 [I] if your voice shakes, it sounds weak, nervous, or
emotional: His voice shook as he asked her to marry him.
4 [T] to make something less strong, powerful, or con-
fident: The news shook financial markets worldwide. �

Violent conflicts between tribes have shaken the region.
5 [T] to frighten someone, or to cause them to feel
strong emotions: The boy’s tragic death shook the entire
community. � He was shaken and upset by the accident.
6 shake or shake off [T] to escape from someone who is
following or chasing you = ELUDE: They ran into the
alley, hoping to shake off their pursuers.

PHRASES shake sb’s belief/confidence/faith to make
someone doubt something that they were certain was
true: Nothing could shake Mary’s confidence as an athlete.
shake your finger (at sb) to point your finger at someone
and move it up and down quickly as a way of showing
that you do not approve of what they are doing: ‘You
had better be careful,’ Dad said, shaking his finger at me.
shake your fist (at sb) to shake your closed hand in the
direction of another person as a way of showing that
you are angry at them: The two drivers began yelling and
shaking their fists at each other.
shake hands (with sb) or shake sb’s hand to hold some-
one’s hand and move it up and down several times as
a way of greeting them or of showing that you agree to
something: ‘Nice to meet you,’ Larry said, shaking my
hand.
shake your head 1 to say no by turning your head from
side to side: My boss shook his head and I knew not to
ask again. 2 to show you do not understand something
by turning your head from side to side: She just smiled
and shook her head as they sat and discussed football.
shake in your boots/shoes to be afraid of something:
The film was so scary I was shaking in my boots.
shake a leg spoken used for telling someone to hurry:
Shake a leg! The bus leaves in 15 minutes!
shake like a leaf to shake a lot, for example because
you are cold, nervous, or afraid: Put on a sweater –
you’re shaking like a leaf!
shake on it mainly spoken used for saying that you want
to shake hands with someone in order to show that you
both agree to something: Lance held his hand out and
said, ‘Let’s shake on it.’

PHRASAL VERBS %shake "down

1 sleep somewhere 4 test a vehicle/machine
2 become organized 5 get money using threats
3 begin to know a job/place 6 search a place/person

1 [I] British informal to sleep somewhere such as on the
floor or in a chair instead of in a bed 2 [I] informal to
become organized after a period of confused preparation
3 [I] British informal to become familiar with a new job or
place to live = SETTLE DOWN 4 [T] to test something new,
for example a system, vehicle, or machine, in a situation
similar to the situation that it will be used in 5 [T]
American informal to get money from someone by threat-
ening them 6 [T] American informal to search a person or
a place very carefully
%shake "out [T] [shake sth out/shake sth out of sth] to
shake a cloth, sheet, piece of clothing etc so that dust
and dirt fall off: Help me shake out this blanket.
%shake "up [T] 1 to upset or frighten someone by shocking
or surprising them: A series of robberies has shaken up
residents in this area. 2 to make changes in the way that
a company is organized so that it is more effective or
successful: A new managing director was brought in to

shake

shake up the company.
shake2 / SeIk / noun [C] �

1 the action of shaking:
give sth a shake John
grabbed the gift and gave it
a shake. � a shake of the
head (=movement of your
head from side to side in
order to say no to
something) ‘No,’ Mrs Cal-
lison said with a firm shake
of the head.
2 the amount of liquid or
powder that comes out of
a container when you
shake it once: +of Add three
shakes of garlic salt.

3 a MILKSHAKE
4 the shakes informal uncontrolled quick movements of
your body that you make because, for example, you are
ill, nervous, or have drunk too much alcohol: have/get
the shakes She got a bad case of the shakes before the
show.

PHRASES in two shakes (of a lamb’s tail) or in a couple
of shakes very quickly: I’ll be back in two shakes of a
lamb’s tail.
no great shakes informal not very skilful or impressive:
I tried hard but I was no great shakes at boxing.

shakedown / "SeIk%daUn / noun [C] informal 1 a test of
something new, for example a new system, vehicle, or
machine: The accident happened during a shakedown race
last season. 2 American a situation in which someone
uses threats to force someone else to give them money
3 American a situation in which someone searches a
place thoroughly

shaken / "SeIk@n / adj feeling nervous or frightened
because of something that has happened: She was still
confused and shaken by the day’s events.

"shake-%out noun [C] informal a major change in an
industry that causes some companies to close or a lot
of people to lose their jobs

shaker / "SeIk@(r) / noun [C] 1 a container that has a lid
with holes in it, used for putting something such as
salt or sugar on your food 2 a container used for mixing
alcoholic drinks to make a COCKTAIL 3 a small container
used in some games for shaking the DICE ➔ MOVER AND
SHAKER

Shaker / "SeIk@(r) / adj designed in a simple practical
style made popular by the Shakers: Shaker furniture

the Shakers / "SeIk@(r)z / noun [plural] a US Christian
religious group known for living simply in farming
communities and for making wooden furniture

Shakespearean / SeIk"spI@ri@n / adj 1 written by
William Shakespeare, or relating to the plays and
poems he wrote: a Shakespearean play/tragedy/comedy
� Shakespearean characters/actors 2 using words in the
way that is typical of Shakespeare’s writing
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717 hithistory list...........................................................................................................................................
that happened in that time: in recorded history These
temperatures are the highest in recorded history. �

throughout history Attitudes to gender roles have changed
throughout history. � recent history Simpson is perhaps
the most famous American in recent history to be charged
with murder. 1a. [singular /U] the things that have hap-
pened in a particular place or to a particular group of
people: I’m writing a book on this area’s history. � The
University has a distinguished history. � the history of
Spain � world/Western history � a chequered history
(=in which both good and bad things have happened) an
unusual building with a chequered history 1b. [C /U] all
the things that a particular person has done or experi-
enced: I feel like a part of my history has been taken away.
� medical history It’s important to consider a child’s
medical history. 1c. [singular /U] the way that a particular
subject or object has developed or changed throughout
its existence: the history of economic thought � literary/
archaeological history � a landmark in the history of sth
This book was a landmark in the history of English fiction.
2 [U] the study of the events of the past: He teaches
history at the local school. � history books
3 [C] an account of the events that happened during a
particular period of the past: +of a history of the Romans
� The book provides a comprehensive history of the Second
World War.
4 [C /U] the length of time that something has existed:
For the first time in its 70-year history the club has admitted
women members. � trace sth’s history (=follow or describe
something’s past, back to a particular time) The village
can trace its history back to 1078.

PHRASES be history to no longer affect you, or to no
longer exist: Our results in the past are history. What’s
important is the match tomorrow.
go down in history or take your place in history to be
remembered by many people for having done some-
thing: He’ll go down in history as one of our finest leaders.
have a history of sth 1 to be well known for doing
something because you have often done it in the past:
The country has a long history of political kidnappings. �

He’s got a history of cheating on his girlfriends. 2 if you
have a history of a medical condition or other problem,
you have had it before: She has a history of alcohol abuse.
� have a family history of sth (=a situation in which
several members of a family have had the same problem
or medical condition) They have a family history of heart
disease.
history in the making an event happening now that
will be remembered in the future because it is very
important
history is repeating itself used for saying that the same
thing is happening again
history will show/record/judge etc used for talking
about the way that someone or something will be
remembered or considered in the future: History will
show that the government’s reforms were misplaced.
make history to do something that many people will
remember or learn about because it is very important:
She made history by becoming the first British woman
prime minister.
the rest is history used when explaining how something
happened, to say that you have reached the part of
the story that everyone knows: He took her to see his
publisher, and the rest is history.

A history is a book, film, television programme etc
about real events that happened in the past of a
particular place, activity, or group of people: He has
written a history of Rome. � I am reading a history of
photography.
A story is an account of real or imaginary events in
the past or the future, and is usually intended to be
entertaining instead of educational: She writes stories
about fairies and witches. � They told me the story of
how they met.

"history %list noun [C] COMPUTING a record of what
information the previous users of a computer have put
into the computer

histrionic / %hIstri"QnIk / adj showing very strong feel-
ings, in a way that is embarrassing and not reasonable

histrionics / %hIstri"QnIks / noun [plural] behaviour in
which someone shows very strong feelings in a way
that is embarrassing and not reasonable

hit1 /hIt / (past tense and past participle hit) verb ���

1 touch sth with force 7 when you realize sth
2 start to affect 8 press switch etc
3 have bad effect 9 achieve score in sport
4 reach state + PHRASES

5 reach place + PHRASAL VERBS

6 have problem/difficulty

1 [I / T] to move quickly onto an object or surface, touch-
ing it with force: She threw her glass across the room and
it hit the wall. � hit your head/knee/arm etc on/against
sth It’s thought he may have fallen and hit his head on
the kerb. � hit the ground/floor (=fall to the ground) Try
to roll as you hit the ground. 1a. to deliberately move an
object so that it touches another object with force: hit
sth with sth The youngest child was hitting the table with
a toy hammer. 1b. to move your hand or an object onto
someone’s body with great force, so that you hurt them:
Don’t hit your brother! � hit sb on the shoulder/cheek/
arm etc He hit me on the shoulder. � hit sb in the face/
eye/stomach They hit me in the stomach. � hit sb with
sth James was hit with a stick. 1c. to use something such
as a BAT to make a ball move: He hit the ball over the
net. 1d. if a vehicle hits someone or something, it moves
against them with great force: She was hit by a speeding
car. � The truck hit the wall. � My car was hit from behind
by a lorry. 1e. if something such as a bullet or bomb
hits someone or something, it lands on them =⁄ MISS:
She was hit by a stray bullet. � According to first reports,
some bombs have hit schools and hospitals. � hit the
target/bullseye None of the missiles hit their target.
2 [I / T] to suddenly start to affect someone or something:
Many houses have been without water since the storm hit.
� The craze hit England in 1951. � He gasped as the pain
hit him.
3 [T] [often passive] to have a bad effect on someone or
something: The people this legislation will hit hardest are
the poor. � be hard/badly hit Local businesses have been
hard hit by the recession.
4 [T] informal to reach a particular state: a singer who hit
the big time (=became very successful) in 1998 4a. to
reach a particular amount, level, or age: She hits forty
this year and we’re planning a big party.
5 [T] informal to reach a place, especially on your way
to somewhere else: When you hit the traffic lights, turn
left.
6 [T] informal to have a problem when you are trying to
do something: hit a problem/bad patch We hit a problem
when we tried to print the document. � The talks appear to
have hit a snag.
7 [T] if an idea or the truth hits you, you suddenly
realize it = STRIKE: It suddenly hit her that she would
never see him again.
8 [T] spoken to press something such as a switch on a
machine, vehicle, or computer in order to make it do
something: She hit the brakes too late and the car skidded.
� Just hit the Save button every few minutes.
9 [T] to achieve a particular score when you hit the ball
in a sport such as baseball or CRICKET: Did anyone hit a
home run (=in baseball)? � He hit a six (=in cricket).

PHRASES hit the ground running to be successful from
the start of an activity: The squad will have to hit the
ground running from the very first game.
hit it off spoken if two people hit it off when they meet
for the first time, they like each other = GET ON: +with
I didn’t really hit it off with his sister.
hit the nail on the head to say something that is exactly
right or completely true: With regard to the gentleman’s
comments, I think he has hit the nail right on the head.
hit the road informal to leave, or to start a journey
hit the roof/ceiling spoken to become very angry: When
I told him how much it cost, he just about hit the roof.
hit the sack/hay informal to go to bed
hit the town/street etc mainly journalism 1 to go to a
town, area etc, usually so that you can go shopping 2 to
be available to buy for the first time: a new craze product
that will soon hit the shops
not know what hit you spoken to feel extremely shocked
or surprised: When it comes to the exam, they won’t know
what hit them.
➔ BOTTLE1, HOME2, SPOT1

PHRASAL VERBS %hit "back 1 [I] to criticize someone who
has criticized you = RETALIATE 2 [I / T] [hit sb back] to
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681 handbrakehand...........................................................................................................................................
at the hands of sb if you suffer or die at the hands of
someone, they make you suffer or die: They suffered
defeat at the hands of the French.
by hand 1 using your hands rather than a machine 2 if
a letter is delivered by hand, it is not delivered by the
post service
first/second/third hand if you experience something
first hand, you experience it yourself. If you experience
something second hand or third hand, someone else
tells you about it.
get/lay your hands on sth to manage to obtain some-
thing: I couldn’t lay my hands on a copy of the book.
go hand in hand to happen or exist together: Economic
success and job creation go hand in hand.
hand in glove if you work hand in glove with someone,
you work very closely with them
sb’s hand in marriage old-fashioned permission to marry
a particular woman
hand over fist informal if you make or spend money hand
over fist, you earn or spend a lot of it
sb’s hands are tied someone cannot do what they want
to do because something such as a rule or law prevents
it
hands off spoken used for telling someone not to touch
or take someone or something
hands up spoken 1 used for asking people to tell you if
they know the answer to a question 2 used when point-
ing a gun at someone for telling them to raise both
their hands 3 used for asking people to tell you if they
want something
have a hand in sth to help to make something happen:
He scored a goal, and had a hand in two other goals.
have sb/sth on your hands to have a person or a
problem that you must deal with: It looks as though
we’re going to have a lawsuit on our hands.
have time on your hands to have more time available
than you need
have your hands full to be extremely busy with a dif-
ficult job: The police had their hands full with other
problems.
in hand 1 if something is in hand, you are already
dealing with it: Work is in hand on identifying infor-
mation needs. 2 if you have something in hand, you are
managing it well so that it happens in the way that it
should: At half time, they had the match well in hand.
3 British if a player or team has a game in hand, they
have played one game less than an opponent: Swanage
are 5 points behind the leaders but they have two games in
hand.
in sb’s hands if something is in someone’s hands, they
are responsible for it: The company is now in the hands
of the official receiver. � in good/safe hands I knew that
the dog was in safe hands with my parents.
keep your hand in to do something that you used to do
regularly, so that you do not lose the ability to do it
well: I want to keep my hand in by doing a bit of coaching.
keep your hands off informal to not touch someone or
something
off your hands if someone or something is off your
hands, you are no longer responsible for them
on the one hand...on the other hand used for giving
two different opinions about something: Many of these
garden pests cause little real damage. On the other hand,
aphids can infect raspberries with incurable diseases. � On
the one hand, expansion would be good, but on the other
hand it would be sad to lose the family atmosphere.
on (your) hands and kneeson the floor, with your hands
and your lower legs on the ground
out of hand not well controlled: get out of hand We
decided to leave before things got out of hand.
out of your hands if something is out of your hands,
someone else is now in charge of it
take/get your hands off informal to stop touching
someone or something
take sb in hand to start controlling someone who has
been behaving badly: If anyone caused any trouble, the
local policeman took them in hand.
to hand British near where you are and therefore avail-
able to use
turn your hand to sth to start doing something new,
especially something that involves skill: The former
model has now turned her hand to acting.
➔ DECK1, EAT, FORCE2, HANDS DOWN, LIVE1, OFFHAND1, PUMP1,
UPPER1

hand2 /h&nd / verb [T] ��� to give something to
someone by holding it in your hand and offering it to
them: hand sth to sb Talbot handed the paper to the man.
� hand sb sth Sarah handed me an envelope.

PHRASE you have to hand it to sb spoken used for
saying that you admire someone for something that
they have done

PHRASAL VERBS %hand "back [T] 1 to give something
back to someone = GIVE BACK: hand sth back to sb Jean
handed the letter back to Doug. � hand sb sth back The
officer handed me my passport back. 2 [hand sb back to
sb] to say that you have finished making a television
or news report from a place to people and that you now
let someone in the studio speak instead: Now I’ll hand
you back to Fiona in the studio.
%hand "down [T] 1 to give knowledge or skill to someone
who is younger than you and will live after you have
died = PASS DOWN: These skills have been handed down
from generation to generation. 2 to give clothes, toys etc
to a younger child when an older child no longer needs
them 3 to say officially that someone should receive
a particular punishment: The family believes that the
sentence handed down by the judge is too lenient.
%hand "in [T] 1 to give something to a person in author-
ity = GIVE IN: Please hand in your keys when you leave the
hotel. � All essays must be handed in by Tuesday. 2 hand
in your notice/resignation to say officially that you
have decided to leave your job: He’s going on Friday.
He’s already handed in his notice.
%hand "on [T] British to give someone something that
was given to you = PASS ON: I decided not to hand this
information on to the police. � The farm will be handed on
to his son.
%hand "out [T] 1 to give things to different people in a
group = GIVE OUT: Would you hand these papers out for
me? � Ralph was handing out drinks. 2 to give something
such as information or advice to someone: They won’t
hand out your phone number without permission. 3 to
say officially that someone should receive a particular
punishment: A three-month sentence was handed out to
the teenage boy.
%hand "over 1 [T] to give something to someone by
holding it in your hand and offering it to them: Albert
bowed and handed over the letter. � hand sth over to sb
He handed the car keys over to Stella. 2 [T] to give someone
to the police or another authority that will become
responsible for them: hand sb over to sb The suspects
have now been handed over to the French authorities.
3 [I / T] to give power or control to someone else: hand
sth over to sb They formally hand power over to the new
government next week. 4 [I / T] to stop speaking to or
dealing with someone and let someone else do it
= RELINQUISH: hand over to sb I’m now going to hand
over to my colleague back in the studio. � hand sb over to
sb Let me hand you over to John, who will show you
around.
%hand "round or %hand a"round [T] to give things to
different people in a group = PASS ROUND: Nina handed
round mugs of hot coffee.

handbag / "h&n(d)%b&g / noun [C] � a small bag used by
women for carrying personal things such as money and
keys. The usual American word is purse. — picture ➔
BAG

handball / "h&nd%bO;l / noun 1 [U] a game in which two
teams of players use their hands to pass a ball and try
to score goals 1a. [U] in the US, a game in which two
or four people hit a ball against a wall with their hands
1b. [C] the ball used in handball 2/ %h&nd"bO;l / [C /U] in
football, the offence of touching the ball with your
hands

handbasin / "h&nd%beIs(@)n / noun [C] British a WASHBASIN
for washing your hands and face in

handbill / "h&nd%bIl / noun [C] old-fashioned a small
printed piece of paper advertising something that
someone gives you in the street. A more usual word is
flier.

handbook / "h&n(d)%bUk / noun [C] a small book that
gives information about a subject or instructions about
how to use something

handbrake / "h&n(d)%breIk / noun [C] British the piece of
equipment in a car that you pull with your hand to
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▲

 Activity 3
Read the sentences and underline the idiomatic 
expression in each. Then guess the keyword in the idiom 
and look up this word to find the meaning of  the idiom.

   keyword

a She has always been the apple of  
her father’s eye. ___________

b At the last meeting I got cold feet 
and I haven’t been since. ___________

c It’s been difficult but now there is 
light at the end of  the tunnel. ___________

d It seems pretty risky, but I think 
we’ll take the plunge. ___________

e He’s not in her good books. ___________

f It’s obvious what you have to do: 
here it is in black and white. ___________

apple


